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SUNRISE 2ND EDITION READING 400 – Bridges Beyond

401
Footnotes
Recalling s tory facts and details
Applying s tory information
Table of contents
Inferring and drawing conclusions
Comparisons
Making predictions
Feelings of s tory characters
Oral reading rules
Reading with good expression
Figures of speech
Descriptive language
Characters and setting
Cause-and-effect relationships
Scanning for s tory information
Main character
Context clues
Poetry: word pictures
Poetry: s tanzas
Poetry: rhyming words
Anachronisms
Chronological order
Fact and opinion
Poetry: rhyme pattern abcb
Stating an opinion about the s tory
Finding proof of answers
Using reference books

402
Defining homonyms from the s tory
Poetry: oral reading
Problem and solution
Poetry: descriptive language
Poetry: figures of speech
Poetry: feelings
Analyzing changes in a s tory char-

acter
Analyzing the setting
Checking predictions
Comparing characters
Main idea of a s tory
Supporting details
Poetry: rhyme pattern abab
Map exercise
Title
Identifying the author’s purpose
Interpreting phrases
Meanings of words from the KJV 

Bible
Stating what a s tory character learned
Poetry from the Bible

403
Main idea of a paragraph
Prefixes: over-, under-
Using prefixes to determine word 

meanings
Poetry: rhyme pattern aabb
Poetry: repetition
Probable, improbable, and impossible
Stating how the title fits the s tory
Poetry: tells a s tory
Fiction and nonfiction
Examples of fiction
Identifying a s tory character’s traits
Examples of nonfiction
Poetry: special sound effects
Poetry: rhythm
Onomatopoeia
Evaluating characters’ actions

404
Describing a s tory character’s 

appearance
Analogies
Similes
Main ideas of poems
Map exercise
Prefixes: non-, mis-
Illus trating a sentence
Poetry: free verse
Plot
Visualizing
Noting other characters’ feelings 

about the main character
Comparing settings
Lesson from the s tory

405
Inference
Poetry: comparisons
Personification
Suffixes: -er/-or, -en
Using suffixes to determine word 

meanings
Summarizing
Correcting s tory characters’ incorrect 

grammar
Pronunciation of Bible names
Map exercise
Evaluating characters’ choices
Evaluating importance of ideas

Mos t concepts are lis ted only the firs t time they are introduced, but they 
are reviewed or used sys tematically throughout the course. Vocabulary 
words, Bible verses, and oral reading are also included in each LightUnit.


